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 Phase I enzymes- first to react to 
xenobiotic 
◦ Alter it by adding a functional group 
◦  E.g. CYP1A2 

 Phase 2 enzymes- change group added by 
Phase I enzyme into polar groups 
◦ Usually added by a transferase 
◦  E.g. SULT1A1 



  Cruciferous vegetables (broccoli family) induce 
other enzymes that make heterocyclic aromatic 
amines (HAA) safe for excretion (Hecht 1999; Lampe et 
al. 2002).  

 Apiaceous vegetables (carrot family) 
inhibit Phase II enzyme CPY1A2 (Lampe et al. 
2000; Peterson et al, 2006).  

◦ Activates procarinogen (HAA) 



 Part of a larger group of phenol 
sulfotranferases 
◦ Modifies molecules by adding a sulfate group 
◦ Activate the HAA PhiP, enabling it to bind to 

DNA (Ozawa et al. 1994).  
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 Noemia Strapazzon had 4 
groups of 30 rats on different 
diets 
◦  Basal diet 
◦  Basal + apiaceous vegetables 
◦  Basal + cruciferous vegetables 
◦  Basal + apiaceous +cruciferous 

vegetables 
 The vegetable concentration 

was that which humans would 
realistically ingest in a day 



 Liver cytosol was extracted from the rats 
after 7, 30, or 60 days 

 The samples were frozen in a -80°C	  
freezer	  un*l	  use	  



 Bradford assay was 
run to determine 
protein content of 
each sample 

 400ug of protein was 
then used to run a 
colorimetric assay 
similar to Frame’s 
experiment ( Frame et al. 
2000) 



   7 day apiaceous group decreased activity 
◦  Exciting discovery 
◦ No other known literature has shown effect 

on Phase II enzymes 

 All other groups had no statistical effect 



◦ More closely examine apiaceous vegetables’ 
effects on other Phase II enzymes 
◦  Investigate other families of vegetables that 

have known effects on Phase II enzymes 
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